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U OF R's SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM MAKES NEWS 

REGINA - The only university-level program of journalism in 

Western Canada must continue to improve, develop and 

mature, says a committee set up to examine the U of R's 

school of journalism and communications. The report of the 

committee says, in part: ...the school...has succeeded in 

its primary objective: to educate and train students so 

that they become good journalists." 

"This report is a good example of what an evaluation of an 

academic program should be," says faculty of arts Dean Dan 

de Vlieger. "It points out the strong elements of our 

program as well as some of the areas where we need to 

improve, and then proceeds to make sound recommendations on 

the basis of these findings." 

In 1980, de Vlieger had proposed an external examination of 

the school of journalism after a five year validation and a 

committee was set up in 1985. The aim was to study 

teaching, financing, faculty and the track record of 

graduates. After considering briefs from 53 respondents and 

comments from groups and individuals, on and off-campus, 

including alumni, the committee has concluded that: 

* the U of R's school of journalism should continue 

within the faculty of arts; 

* the expression 'communications' is to be deleted 

from the name of the school (with one dissenting 

opinion); 

• the goal of the school should continue as an 

undergraduate program and that a master's program 

is not an immediate concern; 
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* pre-journalism requirements should be unchanged; 

* the existing bachelor of arts degree should be 

supplemented by a bachelor of journalism for those 

students with a previous degree; 

* no more than 30 students be admitted each year; 

* internships be widely spread across Canada and 

additional internships in major media 

outlets be found; 

* a review of the school's curriculum is necessary; 

* more teachers are needed, especially in broadcast 

journalism; 

* the Max Bell chair should be extended beyond 1989; 

* more space, better working conditions and efforts to 

avoid outdated equipment are priority items; 

* an aggressive fund-raising drive is needed; 

* the school's program committee must continue to meet 

quarterly with greater emphasis given to ensuring 

minority reporting in the school; and 

* the advisory board should continue with 

representatives of all media from all parts of 

Canada. 

Dr. Martin Bergbusch, a professor in the English department 

and acting associate dean of fine arts, chaired the 

committee to review the U of R's journalism program. Other 

members included Trina McQueen, director of network 

televison for CBC Toronto; Ivor Williams, editor of the 

Regina Leader-Post; Frank Flegel, CKTV's director of news 

and information; Jackie Corkery, CBC radio, Regina; Dr. Rita 

Deverell of the school of journalism and communications; and 

Dr. Howard Leeson of the department of political science. 
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